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Limits of Liability / Disclaimer of Warranty:
The author and publisher of this book and the accompanying materials have used their best efforts
in preparing this program. The author and publisher make no representation or warranties with
respect to the accuracy, applicability, fitness, or completeness of the contents of this program.
They disclaim any warranties (expressed or implied), merchantability, or fitness for any purpose.
The author and publisher shall not be held liable for any loss or other damages, including but not
limited to incidental, consequential, or other damages. The author and publisher make no claims
for any medical benefits of this program. The advice of a competent medical professional should
always be sought in the case of health matters.
Copyright in this document belong to the author. The author also asserts the right to be identified
as such and to object to any misuse.
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The Amazing Power of Crystal Grids
By Elmarie Swartz.

A Special Message

My name is Elmarie; I’m a Reiki Master, Reiki and Crystal Healing therapist, life skills coach and
teacher. I cannot lay claim to any knowledge gained in life and say it belongs to me. Somehow all
we need to know is given to us freely. In return, we must share freely, that which has been learned
and uncovered.
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So often in ways I cannot explain, someone will come, offering a key to a door which must be
unlocked and opened. There are many halls of learning and knowledge and there are many who
come with keys to these doors. When the time is right, and when we are ready, we are shown and
we are taught that which we need to know.
This book has been written with the express wish that you will get as much from the
Amazing Power of Crystals as I have and therefore I have a very special request of you.
Pass this book on to anyone and everyone who you believe will benefit from this very special power and I
know that in the giving you will receive that much more.
In return for your passing this book on and in the spirit of giving, I have made it possible for you to add your very
own pages on to the internet keep reading and you will come across your invitation.
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What is a Crystal Grid?

Well, in simple terms, crystal grids are made by the placement of stones in a geometric
pattern for the specific purpose of directing energy creating a particular energy field. In an
energetic sense, a crystal grid is just that, an intricate grid of energy lines formed from
stone to stone creating a very strong vortex of Life Force energy. As each stone amplifies
the healing properties of the other stones, these energetic Crystal grids can be used to
support the healing of a person or situation into the past, present or future.
Crystal grids can help protect, manifest and to support an intention or desired goal. You can
actually use them for whatever you would like to direct energy towards. Here again, your
imagination is your only limit.
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How do Crystal Grids work?
Crystal energy grids offer a most puzzling phenomenon. A very large source of energy can be
produced; apparently from nowhere therefore they are very effective in achieving the desired
results due to this powerful energy and the programmability of the crystals to focus on specific
goals. Crystals can retain and re-transmit our thoughts, similar to the magnetic storage on a
computer. This energy can be locked into any area you want.
Crystal Grids deliver a powerful and continuous pulse of the energy with which they are programmed. The Law of Attraction states that “like attracts like”. The energy of pure thought is
magnetic in nature therefore whatever thoughts you are constantly involved with or having will
manifest.
In other words think failure and you will manifest failure, think success and you will manifest
success.
When I say thoughts are magnetic, I do not mean magnetic as in iron magnets but rather a type of
energy akin to gravity. This is why the Crystal grid is so powerful because thoughts can be retained
by crystals, as I said above similar to magnetic storage for computers. Different "Laws" affect the
consciousness of the grids - balance, attraction as well as immutable laws – and codes of energy
once put into motion cannot be stopped and must play out to the end of the program. In the fourth
dimension all form exists as thought.
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Whenever you wish or desire to bring energy (things = energy = thoughts and thoughts become
things) down from the fourth to the third dimension, you must create, activate, empower and
anchor the thought form in the third dimension.
On a Crystal grid the crystals serve to anchor these thoughts in our universe and therefore attract
from the fourth dimension the “like thought” energy which will become a “thing” in our universe
and the grid provide the amplified energy. The crystals can create a gateway through which energy
flows and that energy is the force which gives birth to all things.
Crystal grids can be used for a wide variety of purposes. They will cause energy changes in any
object within the energy field of the grid. They can charge objects with life-force energy. They can
be used to create powerful emotional changes in anyone who comes into the energy field. A grid
can be used for a simple goal like enhancing your sleep quality to something more elaborate - like
World Peace! The combinations are endless, depending only on your purpose for the grid. Whatever
your intention; for instance self attunement, meditation, prayer, affirmations, re-charging space,
communication with your higher self, planet earth & spirit the crystal grid is an effective way to use
crystal energy, and very powerful when done with your clean and clear intention. Last, but not
least the grid can be used for self healing, distance healing and healing others.
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Types of Grids
The sky is the limit. There are so many kinds and forms and we going to explore some of them at
this time as a general introduction. I normally suggest that you start working with very simple
grids rather than the more elaborate, complicated and esoteric forms. I do not find the simple grids
any less effective. Your experience may be different to mine.
All the crystal within the Earth can be thought of as being elements of a huge grid, the Earth grid.
It is believed by some that placing crystals in the Earth, where they feel the grid is broken or
disrupted, will restore the Earth’s grid. Others again believe that this creates disharmony in the
Earth grid.
Stone structures at centers of spiritual energy such as Stonehenge and medicine wheels are also
sometimes called stone grids.
Some grids are large structures placed on the ground which connects with the ley-lines of the
Earth, which are the planetary equivalent of the meridian channels in people.
Some people call the layouts of crystals placed around and over the body, grids.
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You can create a grid to charge water (24 hours minimum). Use a dowsing rod to measure the
increase in the energy field of the water it will be from one foot to 20 feet or more verifying the
energy increase. Once the water is charged, if you drink the water, your energy field will expand
and you can also use this charged water for plants and they will grow better.
Food, even in a container, can be charged. When you eat that food your energy field will expand.
You can grid your closet and your dresser to charge your clothes. When you wear the charged
clothing, your personal energy field will expand.
Now that you can create these large energy fields, where would you put them?
In your bedroom, around your bed, or treatment table, pets beds, in your garden? Your only
limitation is your imagination.
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